
  

Gain all earnings as defined in 
multiple Maryland state 529 contracts

Mark Wozar, a concerned parent, trying to gain access to all of 
contracted funds, to include earnings and contributions, from MPCT 
as per 18 years of contracts and compound interest via legislative 
action as MPCT has retroactively and secretly removed access to 

over $130,000 to $340,000 earnings from my MPCT accounts (that 
are “earmarked” for his sons' college funds) and continually refuse to 
communicate with him and others but MPCT, after having been cited 

for “bad” actives by the Maryland General Assembly, acts in a 
reprehensible manner with impunity! I ask for an investigation for my 

sons, and all contract holders funds immediately so that they be 
rolled over in accordance with contracts, investigations by SEC for 

forensic soundness of contractual accounts, potential charges of mail 
fraud, wire fraud, breach of contract, and obstruction of justice!

 



  

Overview

● Review contracts
● Review deposits
● Review statements
● Review of Office of Legislative Audits findings
● Review breach of contract
● Review mail fraud
● Review wire fraud
● Review of obstruction of justice
● Review recommendations to move forward



  

Long-term goal

● Via the legislative guarantee have the Mary-
land General Assembly fulfill their con-
tractual duty and provide access to funds 
for Maryland Prepaid College Trust hold-
ers “Save here. Go anywhere.”

● Maryland General Assembly in the current 
session pass a bill, which is yet to be writ-
ten, that has a line item to the general 
state budget authorizing a $140 million 
dollar line-of-credit to MPCT so that stu-
dents may follow their dreams



  

The Present Situation 

● Four days after my son, Andrew, was born (in 2004) his 
MPCT account was opened; his “newborn” contract included:

● MARYLAND LEGISLATIVE GUARANTEE:“Your investment comes with peace of mind. Maryland law provides that in the event that funds in the Trust are in-
sufficient to pay full Benefits in any given year, the Governor shall include an amount in the following year’s State budget to fully pay Benefits, subject to 
the Maryland General Assembly’s final approval.”

● “The transferable amount  for transfers from the Prepaid College Trust  to the Maryland College Investment plan will equal the  equal the contributions to the 
Prepaid College Trust plus or minus 100% of the Investment Earnings or losses realized on the contributions at the time Account's is transferred ” (Arti-
cle VII, item 3; Appendix cross referenced)

● Article IV Benefits – Calculations “The Board may develop other methods for the calculation of Benefit...No such calculation may adversely alter the 
fundamental rights and obligations of the contract”

● Article VII number 3 discusses “Termination, Transfer and Rollover”

● Within a year his account was paid in full

● ~9 years (over 100 consecutive months) have been excluded 
from earnings calculations

● Maryland Prepaid College Trust refuses to answer questions



  

The Present Situation (continued) 

“Beginning November 1, 2021 and first reflected in the actuar-
ial valuation results as of June 30, 2021, the same interest 
crediting will be used in calculations performed for the Mini-
mum Benefit, rollovers and refunds.  Interest will be credited 
through October 31, 2021 on account balances at the Trust 
since inception rate of return as of June 30, 2021 (6.00 per-
cent).  Interest credited after October 31, 2021 will be based 
on the 10 year..”‐



  

The Present Situation (continued) 

It does not superseded “Article IX – General Provisions” section 
“Changes to Contract.” (November 2003 - March 19, 2004 Con-
tract), which states, in part “The Board may amend the terms of 
this Contract from time to time to comply with changes in the 
law or regulations or if the Board determines it is in the College 
Savings Plan of Maryland and/or the Prepaid College Trust's 
best interest to do so. However, the Board will not retroactively 
modify existing Contract provisions in a manner adverse to you 
or your Beneficiary except to the extent necessary to ensure 
compliance with applicable state (including the Enabling Legis-
lation) and federal laws or regulations or to preserve the favor-
able tax treatment to you, your Beneficiary, the College Savings 
Plans of Maryland or the Prepaid College Trust. The Board will 
promptly notify you of such amendments” 



  

The Present Situation (continued)

● Annual statements year after year documented 
Andrew's contributions and earnings (Appendix)
Note 1: Previous years (2004 to 2021) listed full account values (contributions 
and earnings)

● Until 2021 contributions and earnings were only accessible on web  

● Annual statements prior to 2021 are not longer retrievable on web 

Note 2: 2021 annual statement reported FAFSA value was in excess of $85,000

Note 3: 2023 statement reported minimum value $39,203 and NO max value

●  2022 annual statement reported no FAFSA value



  

The Present Situation (continued)

● Maryland General Assembly presents unfavorable MPCT report

● MPCT admits to “calculation error” but does not say what it is, pro-
vides a remediation time table 

● MPCT does not state nor post “proper” calculation

● MPCT does not substantially respond to requests for calcification

● MPCT does not deny it amends its calculation in secret and admits 
does not provide a timetable for account holders to know their bal-
ances

● MPCT states the calculation error was one year only but overturns 
decades of account statements without stating why



  

The Present Situation (continued)

The following is a partial list describing doc-
uments found either by STO or Maryland 
529: 

● Documentation of disbursement transactions, totaling approximately 
$4.3 million, that had never been recorded in or had been improperly 
recorded in Maryland 529’s records 

● Unopened and undelivered mail dating back at least 10 years 

● Undeposited checks totaling $14,000 dating back to October 2007

● Disbursement checks for individual amounts up to $28,000 prepared 
but never sent to account holders dating back to August 2008 

● Unprocessed refund requests dating back to April 2014



  

The Present Situation (continued)

● Unpaid invoices and delinquency notices from collection agencies 
● Unresolved correspondence and other transactions, such as change in beneficiary 

forms 
● Incomplete reconciliations of critical records, such as reconciliations of Maryland 529 

records to the corresponding bank records 
● Documentation of overpayments to account holders totaling approximately 

$200,000
● The review of these discovered documents also uncovered the existence of a bank 

account. The account, which reflected a balance of approximately $15 million as of 
June 2015, was determined to be used for the deposit of certain administrative fees 
received from the private investment company responsible for managing the Mary-
land College Investment Plan (MCIP).

● Maryland 529 management personnel identified certain irregularities attributed to a 
former Maryland 529 employee’s personal Maryland 529 accounts.



  

The Present Situation (continued)

● MPCT representatives distort facts in hearings 

● Maryland General Assembly was provided a DRAFT 
bill to rectify the situation and condones the act as 
they have done nothing

● Maryland General Assembly does not have solution 
scheduled to be heard (let alone rectified) until Janu-
ary 2025

● Maryland General Assembly legal counsel have been 
notified that SEC has been contacted

● SEC has an open file number on the situation 
(01281070)



  

Development up to present

● Current calculations have never been and 
are currently not being shared

● Original forecasts which turned out to be 
wrong

● Original forecasts which turned out to be 
true but were changed



  

Current calculations have never 
been and are currently not being 

shared
● I have requested my accounts be examined and/or my 

calculations be commented on via form, email, phone 
contacts to MPCT and their vendor but am only told I 
have the principle; the interest is LOST

● If interest is cumulative and not once, why does the 
amount vary so? No one will answer the question 

● I have asked that the MPCT posted on the web the 
spreadsheets used for calculations

● Why were previous valuations removed from web?



  

Original forecasts which turned 
out to be wrong

● 6% retroactive charge is less than the variable 
earnings compounded since the inception of the 
contract

● Calculation error 



  

Original forecasts which turned 
out to be true but were changed

● Per Audit MPCT is now purposefully conducting 
“a documented evaluation of the methodology it 
uses for calculating refund and rollover 
payments, including consideration of 
methodologies used by other states, to ensure 
that rollover and refund payments are not 
excessive” breaking existing contracts

● Even after the audit found interests calculations 
were “overcompensating” some, MPCT still 
provided rollovers, but since migrating out of 
Maryland no interest is being promised



  

Original forecasts which turned 
out to be true but were changed 

(continued)
● MPCT admits that “earnings increase at the 

rate of 6% per year”
● MPCT admits earnings will be at least 6% when 

no “distribution for Tuition prior to November 1, 
2021”

● MPCT stated that every month would be 
included interest calculation

● MGA audit clearly states “Under Maryland 529's 
current methodology, interest earnings for each 
year were calculated...using a 'since inception 
rate'”



  

Original forecasts which turned 
out to be true but were changed 

(continued)
● Indeed, “In total, incorrect values were shown 

for approximately 4-6 months between 
November 2021 and April 2022,” Savia said;  
previous statements are correct and since 
inception rate is to be used for all calculations 
until May 2021 and then after November 2021, 
leaving only 6 months in flux.

● Per SEC regulations and Sarbanes-Oxley 
electronic records are to be accessible for years



  

Development up to present 
(continued)

Per Audit MPCT “a 
documented evaluation of 
the methodology it uses for 
calculating refund and 
rollover payments” may have 
overcompensated some, but 
now they offer no earnings 
and have wiped out previous 
contractually guaranteed 
earnings retroactively and 
secretly;I submit breaking 
2013 Maryland Code
COMMERCIAL LAW
§ 22-701



  

Development up to present 
(continued)

1. Previous rollovers were paid out using “since inception” rate;  now others, like Andrew, get no interest

2. Notice the audit clearly states “Under Maryland 529's current methodology, interest earnings for each year were 
calculated...using a 'since inception rate'”. Indeed, “In total, incorrect values were shown for approximately 4-6 months 
between November 2021 and April 2022,” Savia said;  previous statements are correct and since inception rate is to be 
used for all calculations until May 2021 and then after November 2021, leaving only 6 months in flux.



  

Development up to present 
(continued)

Although previous rollovers were paid out, no formula was ever 
shared; some people got paid; now others get nothing



  

Development up to present 
(continued)

Since no formula was ever shared, I shared my calculations with MPCT 
and asked for discussion per requirement; Andrew's been rebuffed



  

Development up to present 
(continued)

Year

2004 13.2000% 13.2000%

2005 8.4000% 8.4000%

2006 8.0000% 8.0000%

2007 15.5000% 15.5000%

2008 -5.8000% 6.0000%

2009 -20.4000% 6.0000%

2010 14.0000% 14.0000%

2011 21.0000% 21.0000%

2012 1.6000% 6.0000%

2013 19.0000% 19.0000%

2014 18.5000% 18.5000%

2015 2.4200% 6.0000%

2016 -0.7000% 6.0000%

Annual 
reported 
interest

Multiplication 
value based on 
Contract 
modification 
clause Source (https://maryland529.com/About-Us/Annual-Reports)

https://maryland529.com/Portals/0/Files/AnnualReports/2004/2004_annual_report_full.pdf?ver=87P2S3FaptXzLwTDKdea6A%3d%3d
 “The Prepaid College Trust’s investments earned an overall 
return of 13.2% during fiscal year 2004”
https://maryland529.com/Portals/0/Files/AnnualReports/2005/2005_Annual_Report_Full.pdf?ver=J7eHtD7WKNsm4658tRo0yg%3d%3d
“The Prepaid College Trust’s investments produced an 
overall rate of 8.40%”

https://maryland529.com/Portals/0/Files/AnnualReports/2006/CSPMFullAnnualReport2006.pdf?ver=o0hZ9Uz9RcA7sL1WJYV2_Q%3d%3d
 “The Prepaid College Trust’s investments produced an 
overall return of 8.0% during Fiscal Year 2006%”
https://maryland529.com/Portals/0/Files/AnnualReports/2007/CSPM_20Full_20Annual_20Report_20FINAL_20web_20version_20111407.pdf?ver=0Qcx3DSRnVoam5a40SRDpQ%3d%3d
“The Trust’s investments produced an overall return of 
15.5% during fiscal year 2007”

“The primary reason for this decline is that the Trust’s 
investments produced an overall loss of 5.8%”
file:///C:/Andrew/College/CSP_AR09_FINAL.pdf “For the 
fiscal year, investments in the Prepaid College Trust 
declined by 20.4%.”

CSPMD_current_annual_report_summary_2010.pdf “This 
increase 
was primarily due to the 14.0% return on the Trust’s 
investments for the period”

CSPMD_Annual_Report_Summary_2011.pdf  “This increase 
was primarily due to the 21.0% return on the Trust’s 
investments for the period”

CSPMD_Annual_Report_Summary_2012.pdf “This increase 
was negatively impacted by the 1.6% return on 
the Trust’s investments for the period”

CSPMD_Annual_Report_Summary_2013.pdf  “This is nearly 
a 20% increase in investments over the past fiscal year.”

CSPMD_Annual_Report_Summary_2014.pdf “Investments in 
the Maryland Prepaid College Trust earned about 18.5%.”

MD529_AR_2015_FINAL_.pdf “Investments in the Maryland 
Prepaid College Trust earned approximately 2.42%”
“Investments in the Maryland Prepaid College Trust were 
relatively flat for the fiscal year with a – 0.7% return with 
the investment. ”

Since no formula was ever shared, I shared my calculations with MPCT and 
asked for discussion per requirement; nothing under 6% impacts bottom line



  

Development up to present 
(continued)
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Year Principal
2004 $4,230.00 $4,483.80 $4,600.13 $4,788.36 $4,788.36
2005 $33,213.85 $35,475.71 $36,220.18 $36,609.08 $36,609.08
2006 $33,214.85 $37,604.25 $40,385.50 $39,537.80 $39,537.80
2007 $33,215.85 $39,860.51 $46,645.26 $45,666.16 $45,666.16
2008 $33,216.85 $42,252.14 $41,080.48 $43,017.52 $48,406.13
2009 $33,217.85 $44,787.27 $31,221.16 $33,123.49 $51,310.50
2010 $33,218.85 $47,474.50 $36,066.69 $39,416.96 $61,059.49
2011 $33,219.85 $50,322.97 $46,165.36 $47,694.52 $73,881.99
2012 $33,220.85 $53,342.35 $46,765.51 $48,457.63 $78,314.91
2013 $33,221.85 $56,542.89 $53,452.98 $55,387.07 $89,513.94
2014 $33,222.85 $59,935.46 $63,395.23 $65,633.68 $106,074.02
2015 $33,223.85 $63,531.59 $64,358.84 $67,222.01 $112,438.46
2016 $33,224.85 $67,343.49 $65,105.40 $66,751.46 $119,184.76
2017 $33,225.85 $71,384.10 $72,039.13 $74,961.89 $133,844.49
2018 $33,226.85 $75,667.14 $76,022.89 $80,284.18 $143,347.45
2019 $33,227.85 $80,207.17 $80,599.47 $86,064.65 $153,668.47
2020 $33,228.85 $85,019.60 $85,435.44 $90,970.33 $162,888.57
2021 $33,229.85 $90,120.78 $103,376.88 $110,347.01 $197,583.84
2022 $33,230.85 $95,528.02 $107,770.39 $115,036.76 $209,438.87

6% for each 
year

Balance with 
variable rates 
per annual 
report

variable rates 
per annual 
report using 
“Trust 
investment 
earnings”

Balance with 
“Trust 
investment 
earnings” not 
less than 6%

Since no formula was ever shared, I shared my calculations with MPCT and 
asked for discussion per requirement; nothing under 6% impacts bottom line



  

Development up to present 
(continued)

1. When contacted, Intuition admits they only may view contributions and withdraws

2. MPCT admits it has yet to identity the “calculation error”  



  

Development up to present 
(continued)

1. MPCT admits that “earnings increase at the rate of 6% per year”

2. MPCT admits earnings will be at least 6% when no “distribution for Tuition prior to November 1, 2021”



  

Development up to present 
(continued)

1. Report is based on derived data; not primary data  2. Approximately 9 years (over 100 months) of data are excluded from calculations 

3. Value reported is a loss of about $47,000 from 2021 FAFSA value and about $130,000 less that maximum calculation; NO contact information

4. Grant Thornton did not recognize the statement; making me question who made the statement; MPCT refuses to answer who authored it 



  

MPCT Substantively Does not 
Answer Questions

Since no formula was ever shared, I shared my calculations with MPCT 
and asked for discussion per requirement; I have been rebuffed



  

MPCT's Hearing Testimony 
includes Untruths 

48 minutes into the B&T Jan 24, 2023 hearing
● “No account holders have lost funds” is a distortion as the 

accounts have decreased by over $130,000 and no one has 
substantively contacted me nor has the formula been provided 

● In June of 2021, 17 years after the contract was agreed upon, 
the Board made a contractual amendments to rollover 
calculation and refund amount and calculation of the minimum 
benefit value...this change was done secretly and 
retroactively...many people earned interest as was previously 
shown

● “The increase to attributable earnings became effective 
November 1, 2021” is a misrepresentation of the truth as was 
shown earlier



  

MPCT's Hearing Testimony 
includes Untruths (continued)

● MPCT quibble that account holders only “have access to principle 
contribution”...the earns have been removed for over a year

● He continues “The primary has not been materially impacted”

● The “correction”/”amended” formula has never been 
shared/reported...only the contribution/principle is accessible

● The manual accounting is problematic as was previously reported in 
the Maryland General Assembly audit

● Portal showed incorrect values for 4 to 6 months from November 
2021 to April 2022...the portal showed the correct information before 
amendment

● MPCT, is not exempt form sovereign immunity; indeed, the EEE's 
own legal counsel stated that MPCT may be sued and/or investigated 
by Federal agencies like the SEC and/or FBI for crimes 



  

MPCT's Hearing Testimony 
includes Untruths (continued)

● MPCT did not mention Maryland 529 personnel also found 187 boxes  
of old business documents, some dating back 10 years or more, 
stored in the Maryland 529 records room for which required action 
had never been taken. 

● Assuming that one box holds 4,000 to 4,500 11 x 8.5 sheets of 
paper

● If the contents of the boxes would be taken out and stacked 
landscape, the length of the paper would be so long as to 
blaze two-round trips from Annapolis to Baltimore

● MPCT did not mention high management and staff turnover

● MPCT did not mention “manually prepared calculations” are error 
prone and could be defeated by automation but MPCT refuse to 
provide calculations, especially for rollovers; MPCT refuse to provide 
account statuses when asked in writing



  

MPCT's Hearing Testimony 
includes Untruths (continued)

After reviewing Ahead of 
board meeting, Maryland 
529 director details ac-
counting issues in memo 
to lawmakers - Maryland 
Matters, (By William F. 
Zorzi January 29, 2023)  I 
am troubled that I cannot 
reconcile the math ac-
counted for accounts that 
was presented in testimo-
ny that had NO INTER-
EST FOR TWO YEARS 
and all ended in zeros.

●



  

Maryland SB475...won't come to floor 
until 2025...leaving MPCT without 

funds for 2 more years



  

2013 Maryland Code
COMMERCIAL LAW

§ 22-701 - Breach of contract; material breach

(a) Whether a party is in breach of contract is determined by the agreement or, in the absence of 
agreement, this title. A breach occurs if a party without legal excuse fails to perform an obligation in a 
timely manner, repudiates a contract, or exceeds a contractual use term, or otherwise is not in 
compliance with an obligation placed on it by this title or the agreement. A breach, whether or not 
material, entitles the aggrieved party to its remedies. Whether a breach of a contractual use term is 
an infringement or a misappropriation is determined by applicable informational property rights law.

(b) A breach of contract is material if:

(1) The contract so provides;

(2) The breach is a substantial failure to perform a term that is an essential element of the agreement; 
or

(3) The circumstances, including the language of the agreement, the reasonable expectations of the 
parties, the standards and practices of the business, trade, or industry, and the character of the 
breach, indicate that:

(A) The breach caused or is likely to cause substantial harm to the aggrieved party; or

(B) The breach substantially deprived or is likely substantially to deprive the aggrieved party of a 
significant benefit it reasonably expected under the contract.

1.Maryland Prepaid College Trust authored the contract as such Maryland Prepaid College Trust is  held to its standard

2. Maryland has not in a timely manner met the contract term as it has previously thereby making a substantive failure to agreement deprive the 
contract holder a significant benefit, access to all funds (earnings and initial investment) for a college expenses



  

Mail Fraud Defined

● 940. 18 U.S.C. SECTION 1341—ELEMENTS OF MAIL FRAUD

● "There are two elements in mail fraud: (1) having devised or intending to 
devise a scheme to defraud (or to perform specified fraudulent acts), and (2) 
use of the mail for the purpose of executing, or attempting to execute, the 
scheme (or specified fraudulent acts)." Schmuck v. United States, 489 U.S. 
705, 721 n. 10 (1989); see also Pereira v. United States, 347 U.S. 1, 8 
(1954) ("The elements of the offense of mail fraud under . . . §  1341 are (1) 
a scheme to defraud, and (2) the mailing of a letter, etc., for the purpose of 
executing the scheme."); Laura A. Eilers & Harvey B. Silikovitz, Mail and 
Wire Fraud, 31 Am. Crim. L. Rev. 703, 704 (1994) (cases cited).

● “Mail fraud is the illegal use of the postal system to cheat people out of their 
money”

● MPCT used the mail to state contribution and earnings statements to over 
31,000 account holders but refuses to provide earnings even though the 
contract clearly states that the account holder will receive them when rolling 
over; MPCT admits to secretly and retroactively making contractual 
amendments and refuses to timely provide calculations



  

Wire Fraud Defined

● The U.S. Department of Justice Criminal Resource Manual Section 941.18 
U.S.C. 1343 cites these as the key elements of wire fraud: “1) that the 
defendant voluntarily and intentionally devised or participated in a scheme to 
defraud another out of money; 2) that the defendant did so with the intent to 
defraud; 3) that it was reasonably foreseeable that interstate wire 
communications would be used; and 4) that interstate wire communications 
were in fact used.”

● MPCT secretly and retroactively removed earnings from the calculation and 
disseminated the information over the Internet; MPCT does not provide 
formula nor substantively responds to calcification requests



  

Obstruction of Justice Defined

● 18 U.S.C. § 1503 defines "obstruction of justice" as an act that "corruptly or 
by threats or force, or by any threatening letter or communication, 
influences, obstructs, or impedes, or endeavors to influence, obstruct, or 
impede, the due administration of justice."

● Obstruction of justice is defined as the offense of interfering with the 
administration or process of law in a criminal or civil matter; withholding key 
information or information; giving false testimony; or harming or intimidating 
a juror, witness, law enforcement officer or other official.

● The charge may also be brought against a person found to have altered 
and/or destroyed physical evidence, even if he or she was under no legal 
obligation to produce the evidence

● MPCT supplied dubious information MDGA; MPCT sent out “bank 
statements” without ~9 years of information, MPCT does not have contact 
information on account statements; MPCT has removed previous online 
account statements; MPCT does respond to calcification requests



  

Potential Alternatives

● Do nothing...deny students their college dreams; break 
promises; condone theft as finances are not being 
shared and amendments are done in secret and made 
retroactive

● Provide students the funds to which they are entitled 
via line-of-credit no interest loan in the general budget; 
provide calculations to all MPCT accounts in contract 
order. MPCT states the funds are there but refuse to 
pay them; dictate that 1.6 times of the highest 2021 
calculation for each student of college age (18 years 
old) or contract in good standing from 2009 or earlier 
may rollover

● All options cost the Maryland taxpayer nothing



  

Recommendations

● Provide students the funds to which they are entitled via 
line-of-credit no interest loan in the general budget; MPCT 
states the funds are there but refuse to pay them; dictate 
that 1.6 times of the highest 2021 calculation less monies 
paid for each student of college age (18 years old) or con-
tract in good standing from 2009 or earlier may rollover

● Provide students a rate of 6% using a LOC no interest 
loan in the general budget

● Formula will be supplied after passage; 31,000 can be 
processed when years supplied for each account on one 
Excel workstation



  

Recommendations (continued)

● No more than $140 million dollars will be rolled over

● Money will be awarded in contract order (oldest contracts 
first)

● Invite SEC to conduct a forensic audit of books



  

Appendix



  

Contract's Definition of Newborn



  

Contract's Article VII item 3 states 
100% of earnings will transfer



  

Parts of a contract

● The three elements required to create a legal 
contract are offer, acceptance and 
consideration, which means the exchange of 
something of value. In order for a contract to be 
binding, there must first be an offer. The party 
who initiates the contract is called the offeror 
and presents a proposal outlining certain terms.

● 17 years after the contract MPCT changes 
“amends” the contacts' terms in secret and 
retroactively



  

Maryland Law on Contract 
Consideration

Under Maryland Commercial Law Article, Section 3-
303(b), consideration is defined as any consideration 
sufficient to support a simple contract. Like many states, 
Maryland courts will not get bogged down in how valuable 
the consideration was or whether the deal is fair.  So 
unless there if foul play, Maryland courts will not inquire 
into the adequacy of value exacted for a promise so long 
as it has some value. Blumenthal v. Heron, 261 Md. 234, 
274 A.2d 636 (1971).  Even $1 in consideration may be 
sufficient to form a contract under Maryland law.



  

Andrew Wozar's Account Paid in 
Full before First Year



  

Annual Statements 2009 and 2012 
FAFSA values accessed via web

``



  

Andrew's 2021 Annual Statement 
with FAFSA value over $85,000



  

Andrew's 2022 Annual Statement



  

187 Boxes of Unprocessed 
Business Documentation



  

Additional Interest Valuations

Assuming that 6% is the hard deck and variable continue as previous 
Andrew's initial investment and earnings exceed $200,000
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